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HOW TO PAINT A FANTASTIC FLOWER! 
 

BZZZZZZZ! 

Can you hear that?  

The bees are happy today. The sun is shining, and the bees are hard at work in the garden. 

There are all sorts of colours in my garden. Pink pigface (seriously, that is a plant      ), red 

roses, green and purple succulents, pink geraniums etc. It’s a perfect place to start gathering 

inspiration for my next art project. 

In this tutorial you will learn how to create your very own fantastic flower painting. 

For this activity you will need: 

• 1 sheet of watercolour paper 

• Watercolour brushes 

• Watercolour paint set 

• Watercolour pencils (or lead pencils) 

• A cup of clean water 

• A firm, clean and flat surface to paint on (this could be the dining table or a board or 

the back of your paper pad) 

• A sheet of paper towel or napkin 
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To help us create the shape of the flower we first need to think about its main features.  

Is it big or small? Does it have round edges or jagged edges? Is it layered or does it have 

single petals coming from the centre? 

If you have a gardening or flower book at home, have a look at an illustration of the 

fantastic flower you want to create. You can also find inspiration on Pinterest, as well as 

royalty free image sites like Pixabay and Unsplash. 

 

It is always helpful to look at the subject you are going to create. With your eyes start at the 

top of the flower and follow along the outline until you reach your starting point.  

Now you have a good idea what shapes you will need to create on your paper. 

Grab a watercolour pencil or lead pencil and lightly mark in the shape of the flower. You do 

not need to be exact and it does not need to be detailed.  

Once you have the rough shape of the flower, add some detail. Add in the lines coming from 

the centre of the plant, oval shapes in the middle of the flower, add in a stem and some 

leaves, or maybe even add in a bee or two! 
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Now it’s time to choose your colours. 

I will choose yellow, orange, purple and green but you can paint your flower any colour you 

like! This is a good time to look at your paint swatch sheet you created earlier. This will help 

you decide what colours you would like to use. 

 

Firstly, wash your brush in clean water. While your brush is still wet, but not dripping, paint 

the water onto the body of the flower, being careful to keep within the lines. 

Now dip your brush into the water again, then pick up your colour of choice using the wet 

brush. Move it gently around the shape of the flower. Now you can repeat the process, 

washing the first colour off your brush and picking up a second colour and placing it on the 

flower. As the colours touch, they should mix together. This creates a very interesting 

effect! 

Repeat this process until you have completed your flower. Let the paper dry and come back 

to see your creation. It might surprise you how it’s changed. That is part of the fun of using 

watercolour. 

You can add more detail to your painting once it is dry. You could put spots on your flower, 

add in some lines, add in some bees or even a sky!  
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Below are some flower paintings that I have painted, that have been used on cards. You can 

make your flowers ‘light’ or ‘dark’ simply by adding another layer once the first layer is dry. 

 

               

 

Remember, creating is about learning, experimenting and enjoying the process. I would love 

to see what you have created! Share your creations with us by sending a copy of your 

painting to kimbakerdesign@gmail.com 

 

Learn Paint Create! 

Left: Here are some 

examples of my 

watercolour flower 

paintings. Notice how 

different each 

painting is?!  

I have created a 

variety of paintings 

using similar colours, 

techniques and 

references. 
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